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KEYSTONE EDGE WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT REGION
1.1. Identification of the region.
The region is identified as the Keystone Edge Workforce Development Region (hereinafter referred to in
this plan as “the region”). It is comprised of the Northwest Pennsylvania Workforce Development Area
(NW 170) governed by the Northwest Pennsylvania Workforce Development Board (NW PA WDB) and
the West Central Workforce Development Area (NW 145) governed by the West Central Pennsylvania
Workforce Development Board (WC PA WDB). The local elected officials of each workforce area share
governance authority with the workforce development boards that they appointed.
Counties in the region include:
• Clarion, Crawford, Erie, Forest, Venango, and Warren (NW 170)
• Lawrence and Mercer (NW 145).
Regional committee members charged with drafting the regional plan are:
Northwest
Janet Anderson
Joy Sherry
Jill Foys
Laura Hyde
Linda Schell (and West
Central)

West Central
Sam Giannetti
Gail Steck
William O'Brien
Gary Grant
Chuck Jackson

To develop the initial WIOA Transition Plan for the region, the Planning Committee met on January 28,
2016; February 18, 2016; and April 14, 2016.
Following the submission of the WIOA Transition Plan, multiple meetings have been held with
stakeholder groups and with members of the core planning team of the two workforce areas. The core
planning team was able to take advantage, in many cases, of meetings scheduled for other purposes
where review of WIOA plans could be added to the agendas. These included:
• July 15, 2016 – Higher Education (colleges/universities from 8 counties) and Workforce
Development Board staff from the two local areas in conjunction with America’s Promise Grant
review;
• November 1, 2016 – Manufacturing representatives from 8 counties in conjunction with
planning for American Apprenticeship Initiative and Industry Partnerships;
• January 24, 2017 – Economic Development/Next Generation Industry Partnerships Summit with
Northwest Commission and PREP partners in Meadville, PA;
• February 2, 2017 – West Central and Northwest area fiscal agents and workforce development
board representatives to discuss utilization of shared resources for program monitoring;
• March 30, 2017 – Local elected officials, economic development officials, workforce
development board representatives from two local workforce areas to discuss regional SWOT
analysis with U.S. Department of Labor Regional Director.
• May 11, 2017 – Meeting of joint leadership of partnering workforce development areas in
Hershey, PA at Pennsylvania Workforce Development Conference to discuss plan priorities and
further areas of regional coordination.
• July 19, 2017 – Joint area conference call to finalize regional plan content and related local plan
issues to be addressed.
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July 20, 2017 – Stakeholder session in Sharon, PA with key partners that provide services in each
region; regional plan data elements reviewed, and areas of coordination suggested for both
regional and local plans.
July 24, 2017 – Meeting of Northwest PA workforce development area planning team to prepare
final edits prior to posting of the regional plan.

As a continuation of the original Regional Planning Committee, individuals from each of the local areas
board staff, fiscal agents, Operators, and WIOA Title I providers have been meeting to discuss regional
issues and concerns. Meetings have incorporated topics such as: ABE Assessments; Transportation
Summit, alignment of ITA funding throughout the region; PA Department of Education’s Chapter 339
plan requirements; regional planning issues; pre-apprenticeship programs; and incumbent worker
training. These meetings occurred on June 27, 2018; November 7, 2018; February 27, 2019; and May
22, 2019 and are scheduled quarterly.

1.2. Describe the collection and analysis of regional labor market data (in conjunction
with the commonwealth). [WIOA Sec. 106(c)(1)(D); 20 CFR 679.510(a)(1)(iv); 20 CFR
679.560(a)(1)(i) and (ii)]
The Keystone Edge Workforce Development Region has significant opportunities for employment
combined with challenges in both the quantity and the skills of the workforce needed to seize the
opportunities and to lay the foundation for the attraction of new, high-quality jobs to the region.
Manufacturing remains a significant anchor sector in the region for both jobs and wage levels but
continues in slight decline as the sector transitions to advanced manufacturing and higher skill needs.
Healthcare and construction are projected to provide increases in employment, with implications for
career counseling and skills training programs in the region. The region has experienced overall
population decline, which puts increased pressure on increasing the labor force participation rate and
the skill levels of the population. With the largest increases in employment projected for jobs requiring
post-secondary credentials and long-term training, the region will need substantial increases in the
percentage of the adult population with attainment of more than a high school diploma to align with
employers’ needs.
This section presents pertinent data on industry sector and occupational projections, followed by
demographic information for the workforce. Special attention is given to some of the barriers, including
geographic pockets of poverty, that will need to be addressed on a regional basis. Insights from the data
provide the overlay for the action strategies that follow in subsequent sections. Industry partnership
groups, including the new Next Generation Industry Partnerships will continue to drive the collection of
deeper information within key sectors, and the individual workforce boards will identify and address
cross-sector foundational needs in the process.
OVERVIEW
The Keystone Edge Region is comprised of the Northwest and West Central Workforce Development
Areas. It is comprised of eight counties: Clarion, Crawford, Erie, Forest, Lawrence, Mercer, Venango and
Warren. Overall, it is home to 702,718 citizens1. With a 2016 labor force of 333,700 the largest sector is
Health Care and Social Assistance, which employs 55,096 workers, represents 11% of the Gross Regional
Product (GRP), with average earnings of $46,561. The next largest sectors include Manufacturing
(employs 48,663 workers, representing 21% of the GRP, with average earnings of $65,948) and
1
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Government (which includes education and law enforcement) (employs 39,273 workers, represents 12%
of the GRP, with average earnings of $67,378)2.
High location quotients (LQs) indicate sectors in which a region has high concentrations of employment
compared to the national average. The sectors with the largest LQs in the Keystone Edge region include
Advanced Manufacturing, Health Care and Wood, Wood Products and Publishing.
The sectors with the largest LQs in the individual Workforce Development Area include:
• Northwest Workforce Development Area: Advanced Manufacturing (LQ=2.23), Health Care
(LQ=1.31) and Energy (LQ=1.23)
• West Central Workforce Development Area: Advanced Manufacturing (LQ=1.95), Health Care
(LQ=1.37), and Wood, Wood Products, and Publishing (LQ=1.16)

2015 Employment
Employment Growth (2010-2015)
2010 Employment
Percent Growth (2010-2015)
Northwest Location Quotient
West Central Location Quotient

AFP
7,965
803
7,162
11.2%
0.77
0.84

Industry Cluster Statistics for Keystone Edge Region
AM
BC
BM
BSV
ED
ENGY
45,622 15,854
929
18,336 26,355
6,815
5,362
146
-224
-136 -2,988
-190
40,260 15,708
1,153
18,472 29,343
7,005
13.3%
0.9% -19.4%
-0.7% -10.2%
-2.7%
2.23
0.83
0.35
0.47
0.98
1.23
1.95
0.98
0.13
0.61
0.95
0.87

HC
54,701
-1,033
55,734
-1.9%
1.31
1.37

HLE
30,986
1,549
29,437
5.3%
0.92
0.88

LT
REFI
WWP
7,301 12,055 4,922
520
18
-140
6,781 12,037 5,062
7.7%
0.1% -2.8%
0.66
0.77
1.16
0.97
0.78
1.16

Source: Center for Workforce Information and Analysis
The shared high LQs of Advanced Manufacturing and Health Care between the two workforce areas in
the region lead to shared engagement of employers in these sectors and to the development of industry
partnerships.
POPULATION
The population in Keystone Edge Region is estimated to have declined from 721,580 in 2010 to 702,718
in 2017, resulting in a decline of 2.6%. Over the next five years, the population is projected to decrease
by 1.1%. The population in Pennsylvania is estimated to have increased from 12,702,379 in
2010 to 12,822,858 in 2017, resulting in an increase of 0.9%. Over the next five years, the population is
projected to grow by 0.8%.
In 2017, the median age for the region is 42.3, while the average age is 41.8. Five years from now, the
median age is projected to be 42.6. Comparatively, the current year median age for the state is 40.9
(which is younger than the region), while the average age is 41. Five years from now, the median age is
projected to be 41.6.
Most of the region’s current estimated population are White Alone (91.0%), 5.0% are Black or African
American Alone, 0.2% are American Indian and Alaska Nat. Alone, 1.0% are Asian Alone, 0.0% are Nat.
Hawaiian and Other Pacific Isl. Alone, 0.8% are Some Other Race, and 2.0% are Two or More Races. The
state is more diverse than the region: 79.8% are White Alone, 11.2% are Black or African American
Alone, 0.2% are American Indian and Alaska Nat. Alone, 3.4% are Asian Alone, 0.0% are Nat. Hawaiian
and Other Pacific Isl. Alone, 3.0% are Some Other Race, and 2.3% are Two or More Races. The region’s
current estimated Hispanic or Latino population is 2.5%, which is much lower than the state (7.2%).
HOUSEHOLDS
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The number of households in the region is estimated to have decreased from 288,036 in
2010 to 284,350 in 2017, resulting in a decrease of 1.3%. Over the next five years, the number of
households is projected to decrease by 0.5%. Comparatively, the number of households in the state is
estimated to have increased from 5,018,904 in 2010 to 5,099,166 in 2017, resulting in an increase
of 1.6%. Over the next five years, the number of households is projected to increase by 1.1%.
EDUCATION
One in five (21.8%) citizens over the age of 25 in the Keystone Edge region have an advanced degree
which is less than the state (28.5%). One in ten residents did not graduate high school in the region
(10.5%) and state (10.8%). Currently, it is estimated that 5.7% of the population age 25 and over in the
region had earned a master's degree, 1.1% had earned a Professional School Degree, 0.8% had earned a
Doctorate Degree and 14.2% had earned a bachelor's degree. In comparison, for the state, it is
estimated that for the population over age 25, 8.0% had earned a master's degree, 1.8% had earned a
Professional School Degree, 1.4% had earned a Doctorate Degree and 17.3% had earned a bachelor's
degree.
INCOME
In 2017, the average household income in the region is estimated to be $61,853.11, which is less than
the state $77,812. The average household income in the region is projected to increase over the next
five years, from $61,853.118 to $66,534.065. The average household income in the state is projected to
increase over the next five years, from $77,812 to $84,180.
HOUSING
Most of the dwellings in this area (71.2%) are estimated to be Owner-Occupied for the current year,
which is slightly higher when compared to the state (69.5%). The majority of housing units in this area
(27.3%) are estimated to have been built between 1939 or Earlier, which is comparable to the state
(25.7%).
EMPLOYMENT
A slightly higher percentage of citizens over the age of 16 are unemployed or not in the labor force in
the Keystone Region than in the state. For the region, the employment status of the population age 16
and over is as follows: 0.0% are in the Armed Forces, 54.3% are employed civilians, 4.4% are
unemployed civilians, and 41.3% are not in the labor force. For the state, the employment status of the
population age 16 and over is as follows: 0.0% are in the Armed Forces, 57.7% are employed
civilians, 5.0% are unemployed civilians, and 37.3% are not in the labor force.
Workers in the Keystone Edge region are more likely to hold blue collar occupations when compared to
the state. The occupational classification for the region is as follows: 25.3% hold blue collar
occupations, 54.3% hold white collar occupations, and 20.4% are occupied as service & farm workers.
The occupational classification for the state is as follows: 21.3% hold blue collar
occupations, 60.6% hold white collar occupations, and 18.1% are occupied as service & farm workers.
The highest percent of employment in the region and state are employed in Office and Administrative
Support (12.8% region, 13.8% state) and Sales and Related Services (10.0% region, 10.3% state)
occupations.
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POPULATION WITH BARRIERS
Among the factors that often contribute to poverty are unemployment and underemployment. Many
people live in poverty because they are unable to find a job that pays a living wage or to find a job at all.
When looking at the region, 10.7% of families are living in poverty. There is a portion of Mercer County
(Sharon and Farrell) and Erie County (select zip codes in the City of Erie) with poverty levels greater than
20%. Single parents are more likely to be living in poverty, with 14.0% of households in the county
considered single parent households.

According to the Urban Institute, most individuals released from prison held some type of job prior to
incarceration and want legal, stable employment upon release. Some criminal justice research suggests
that finding and maintaining a legitimate job can reduce former prisoners’ chances of reoffending, and
the higher the wage, the less likely it is that individuals will return to crime. However, most former
prisoners experience difficulty finding a job after release. During the time spent in prison, many lose
work skills and are given little opportunity to gain useful work experience. Moreover, the availability of
5
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job training programs in prison has declined in recent years. A large proportion of former prisoners have
low levels of educational attainment and work experience, health problems, and other personal
characteristics that make them hard to employ. Once in the community, not only are many employers
reluctant to hire convicted felons, but many former prisoners are legally barred from certain
occupations. In the Keystone Edge region, in 2015 there were 11,779 individuals released from a county
jail (data does not include Forest County). In 2016 there were 1,223 individuals released from a state
prison.
Research obtained from Children’s Rights has shown that youth who age out of foster care are less likely
than youth in the general population to graduate from high school and are less likely to attend or
graduate college. By age 26, approximately 80% of young people who aged out of foster care earned at
least a high school degree or GED compared to 94% in the general population. By age 26, 4% of youth
who aged out of foster care had earned a 4-year college degree, while 36% of youth in the general
population had done so. In the region, approximately 45 children age out of foster care each year.

According to the Division for Social Policy and Development Disability, in developing countries, 80% to
90% of persons with disabilities of working age are unemployed, whereas in industrialized countries the
figure is between 50% and 70%. Persons with disabilities are frequently not considered potential
members of the workforce. Perception, fear, myth and prejudice continue to limit understanding and
acceptance of disability in workplaces everywhere. Myths abound, including that persons with
disabilities are unable to work and that accommodating a person with a disability in the workplace is
expensive. Contrary to these notions, many companies have found that persons with disabilities are
more than capable.
When looking at the region, 6.3% of those employed have a disability, while 17.4% of those unemployed
have a disability. In the region unemployment is 136% higher for those with a disability (15.7%)
compare to those without a disability (6.7%). There are also 7,521students receiving services through
6
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the local Intermediate Units, with over half (52.1%) of those students having a learning disability, 9.7%
have an intellectual disability, 1.1% have a speech/language impairment, 12.3% have emotional
disturbances, 14.5% have health implications and 9.6% have autism.
According to Youth.Gov., the high social and economic costs of teen pregnancy and childbearing can
have short- and long-term negative consequences for teen parents, their children, and their community.
Through recent research, it has been recognized that pregnancy and childbirth have a significant impact
on educational outcomes of teen parents.
• By age 22, only around 50 percent of teen mothers have received a high school diploma and
only 30 percent have earned a General Education Development (GED) certificate, whereas 90
percent of women who did not give birth during adolescence receive a high school diploma.
• Only about 10 percent of teen mothers complete a two- or four-year college program.
• Teen fathers have a 25 to 30 percent lower probability of graduating from high school than
teenage boys who are not fathers.
Children who are born to teen mothers also experience a wide range of problems. For example, they are
more likely to:
• have a higher risk for low birth weight and infant mortality;
• have lower levels of emotional support and cognitive stimulation;
• have fewer skills and be less prepared to learn when they enter kindergarten;
• have behavioral problems and chronic medical conditions;
• rely more heavily on publicly funded health care;
• have higher rates of foster care placement;
• be incarcerated at some time during adolescence;
• have lower school achievement and drop out of high school;
• give birth as a teen; and
• be unemployed or underemployed as a young adult.
These immediate and long-lasting effects continue for teen parents and their children even after
adjusting for the factors that increased the teen’s risk for pregnancy—e.g., growing up in poverty,
having parents with low levels of education, growing up in a single-parent family, and having low
attachment to and performance in school. Teen pregnancy costs U.S. taxpayers about $11 billion per
year due to increased health care and foster care, increased incarceration rates among children of teen
parents, and lost tax revenue because of lower educational attainment and income among teen
mothers. Some recent cost studies estimate that the cost may be as high as $28 billion per year or an
average of $5,500 for each teen parent. The majority of this cost is associated with teens who give birth
before age 18.
In the region, there were 6,612 children between the ages of 0 and 17 receiving TANF Assistance in
2016, 1,564 youth had a juvenile disposition in 2015, and there were 1,271 births to mothers with less
than a high school education. According the PA Department of Health in 2014 the teenage pregnancy
rates in Clarion (18.4%), Crawford (17.5%) and Warren (16.7%) counties were significantly lower than
the state (27.2%).
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According to the National Coalition for the Homeless, meaningful and sustainable employment is the key
to creating and maintaining housing stability. Unemployment, underemployment, and low wages
relative to rent are frequent causes of homelessness and burden millions of families with the risk of
becoming homeless. At the same time, individuals experiencing homelessness face obstacles to finding
and maintaining employment.
The Point-in-Time (PIT) count is a count of sheltered and unsheltered homeless persons on a single night
in January. HUD requires that Continuums of Care conduct an annual count of homeless persons who
are sheltered in emergency shelter, transitional housing, and Safe Havens on a single night. Continuums
of Care also must conduct a count of unsheltered homeless persons every other year (odd numbered
years). In 2015, there were 1,437 individuals counted in the region.
The McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act defines youth homelessness as:
• Children sharing housing due to economic hardship or loss of housing;
• Children living in "motels, hotels, trailer parks, or campgrounds due to lack of alternative
accommodations “;
• Children living in "emergency or transitional shelters “;
• Children whose primary nighttime residence is not ordinarily used as a regular sleeping
accommodation (e.g. park benches, etc.); or
• Children living in "cars, parks, public spaces, abandoned buildings, substandard housing, bus or
train stations”.
In 2016, there were 1,957 students in the region who met the McKinney-Vento definition of homeless.
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LABOR MARKET TRENDS & EMPLOYER DEMAND
The overall unemployment rate in the Keystone Edge region in 2018 was 4.8%, with a labor force of
319,807. When looking at the first few months of 2019 the unemployment rate has fluctuated between
3.5% and 4.9%.
Annual Average Labor Force Statistics, 2018, Keystone Edge Region
Annual
Labor
Unemployment
Average
Force
Employed Unemployed
Rate
2018
319,807
304,564
15,243
4.8%

Seasonally Adjusted Labor Force Statistics, 2019
Labor
Unemployment
Month
Force
Employed Unemployed
Rate
318,125
302,624
15,501
4.9%
January
320,465
305,250
15,215
4.7%
February
318,687
304,555
14,132
4.4%
March
316,857
305,923
10,934
3.5%
April
320,599
308,003
12,596
3.9%
May
324,159
310,198
13,961
4.3%
June
Source: Center for Workforce Information and Analysis
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Labor Market trends can be examined by looking at Long Term Industry Projections as well as other
Labor Market information. Regarding Long Term Industry Projections from 2014-2024, the total
employment in the Keystone Edge Region is projected to increase by 4.4% or 13,860 (which is at a rate
lower than the state 7.7%). Construction is projected to experience the greatest volume increase while
Information is expected to experience the greatest decline. Education and Health Services is projected
to experience the greatest volume increase, which accounts for almost half of the overall employment
growth.
Long-Term Industry Projections for Keystone Edge Region
Employment Change
(2014-2024)
Projected
Employmen
Industry
Employment
Volume
Percent
t (2014)
(2024)
Total Jobs
312,700
326,560
13,860
4.4%
Goods Producing Industries
67,570
68,510
940
1.4%
Agriculture, Mining & Logging
8,350
8,280
-70
-0.8%
Construction
8,990
10,460
1,470
16.4%
Manufacturing
50,230
49,780
-450
-0.9%
Services-Providing
226,230
238,960
12,730
5.6%
Trade, Transportation & Utilities
52,760
55,220
2,460
4.7%
Information
2,530
2,250
-280
-11.1%
Financial Activities
11,990
12,140
150
1.3%
Professional & Business Services
19,330
20,490
1,160
6.0%
Education & Health Services
77,200
85,030
7,830
10.1%
Leisure & Hospitality
28,220
29,710
1,490
5.3%
Other Services, Except Public Admin.
15,110
15,760
650
4.3%
Federal, State & Local Government
19,080
18,400
-680
-3.6%
Source: Center for Workforce Information and Analysis
Looking at long term occupational projections provides insight into the employment needs and provides
an opportunity to ensure qualified candidates are being trained to meet employment demand.
Occupations related to Healthcare Practitioners, Technicians and Support are projected to experience
the greatest growth. Occupations in Farming, Fishing and Forestry as well as Production are declining.

Long-Term Occupational Projections for Keystone Edge Region
Employment Change
(2014-2024)

Occupational Title
Total, All Occupations

Employment
(2014)
312,700

Projected
Employment
(2024)
326,560

Volume
13,860

Percent
4.4%

Total
Openings
9,293
10
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Management, Business & Finance
23,430
Computer, Engineering & Science
8,160
Education, Legal, Social Service,
Arts & Media
30,110
Healthcare Practitioners,
Technicians & Support
31,230
Protective, Food, Building &
Personal Service
62,540
Sales & Related
31,040
Office & Administrative Support
44,090
Farming, Fishing & Forestry
4,850
Construction & Extraction
11,850
Installation, Maintenance &
Repair
11,860
Production
34,530
Transportation & Material Moving
19,060
Source: Center for Workforce Information and Analysis
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24,150
8,550

720
390

3.1%
4.8%

629
234

31,380

1,270

4.2%

826

35,360

4,130

13.2%

1,120

66,260
31,950
44,120
4,730
12,960

3,720
910
30
-120
1,110

5.9%
2.9%
0.1%
-2.5%
9.4%

2,143
1,076
1,010
131
305

12,600
34,240
20,260

740
-290
1,200

6.2%
-0.8%
6.3%

362
893
561

Opportunity Occupations are employment opportunities that are generally considered accessible to
someone without a bachelor’s degree and that pay at least the national annual median wage, adjusted
for differences in local consumption prices. There are several in the county that only require a high
school diploma; although most are part of an apprenticeship program or require on the job training and
experience.
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To assist in identifying skill gaps to be addressed at the local level, it is useful to look at current
educational attainment and compare that with the expected employment growth by education level at
the regional level. Employment opportunities that require an advanced degree are projected to
increase the most. Over half of the employment opportunities require on the job training. The
projected need for candidates with a bachelor’s degree (15.8%) is just above the current attainment
level (14.2%).

Source: Claritas
Employment Growth Rates by Educational Attainment Level for Keystone
Edge Region
Educational Grouping

Employment
(2014)

Projected
Employment
(2024)

On-the-job training
162,260
Long-term training
16,110
PS education or experience
48,020
Associate degree
5,100
Bachelor's degree
45,170
Advanced degree
11,260
Source: Center for Workforce Information and Analysis

168,290
17,380
50,510
5,410
47,550
12,530

Percent
Change
(2014-24)
3.7%
7.9%
5.2%
6.1%
5.3%
11.3%

Analyzing employer job postings provides insight into the skills and certifications that regional
employers are requesting most frequently. The most requested hard skills are recruitment, training and
sales. The top requested soft skills are scheduling (project management), leadership, and leading. The
most requested certifications are Commercial Driver’s License, Registered Nurse and Nurse Practitioner.
Driving
30,781
Management
30,237
Top Hard Skills
Customer Service
28,029
Postings with
Skill
Retailing
25,627
Skill
Insurance
22,496
Recruitment
42,755
Cargos
18,534
Training
35,483
Road
Transport
16,731
Sales
33,611
12
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Top Soft Skills
Skill
Scheduling (Project Management)
Leadership
Leading
Learning
Ethics
Listening
Cleanliness
Coordinating
Critical Thinking
Creativity

Postings
with Skill
38,106
10,886
7,487
5,156
3,521
3,508
2,989
2,578
1,791
1,291

13

Top Certifications
Certification
Commercial Driver's License (CDL)
Registered Nurse
Nurse Practitioner
Licensed Practical Nurse
Board Certified
Certified Registered Nurse Practitioner
Certified Nursing Assistant
Transportation Worker Identification Credential
(TWIC) Card
Certified Benefits Professional
Medical License

Postings with
Certification
40,410
7,896
2,325
2,075
1,822
634
620
616
520
390

KEY SECTORS
The following sectors account for the largest number of jobs in the region.

Health Care and Social Assistance
• Employs the highest number of jobs and is projected to continue to grow (currently employs
42% above the national average and pays almost $10,000 less on average)
• Personal Care Aides and Registered Nurses are top occupations in the region and Registered
Nurses is a top job posting
• Employs the highest paying occupations
• Personal Care Aides and Home Health Aides, Social and Human Service Assistants, Rehabilitation
Counselors, and Mental Health Counselors are among the fastest growing occupations
• Registered Nurse, Nurse Practitioner, Licensed Practical Nurse, Certified Registered Nurse
Practitioner, Certified Nursing Assistant, and Medical License are among the top certifications
requested by employers
• Currently training employees at a rate faster than needed to meet regional demand
Manufacturing
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One of the top employing industries in the region and employs 98% above the national average
(although has been declining and is projected to continue to decline)
Wages are, on average, $12,000 less when compared to the nation
Machinists and Welding, Soldering, and Brazing Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders are
declining occupations
Most entry level occupations require a high school diploma or equivalent
Manufacturing has the greatest economic impact on the region and accounts for the majority of
the area’s exports
Electricians, First-Line Supervisors of Mechanics, Installers, and Repairers, and First-Line
Supervisors of Production and Operating Workers are Opportunity Occupations
Other Plastics Product Manufacturing and Packaging Machinery Manufacturing are growing
industries, while Railroad Rolling Stock Manufacturing is declining

Government
• One of the largest employing industries in the region and is projected to decline over the next
several years (currently employs 18% below the national average)
• Teaching and military occupations make up the majority of employment opportunities in this
sector
• Bus Drivers, School or Special Client Bus is one of the fastest growing occupation
• Elementary and Secondary Schools are a declining industry
• Accounts for the largest amount of the region’s imports
• For teaching occupations, residents are more likely to remain in Erie, Mercer, and Clarion
Counties while the others have commuters leaving the area
• Currently meeting regional demand for education occupations with current training providers
Retail Trade
• Has been declining and is projected to continue to decline over the next few years, (currently
employs 14% above the national average)
• Retail Salespersons and Cashiers are among the largest occupations
• First-Line Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers, Customer Service Representatives, and Stock
Clerks and Order Fillers are among the top posted positions
• Sales, customer service, and retailing are among the top skills employers look for
• While this industry tends to hire large numbers of employees and positions are accessible to
those with minimal education, they do not offer family sustaining wages
The labor market of the Keystone Edge Workforce Development Region offers opportunities for
employment in a diverse economy where Health Care and Construction jobs are increasing at doubledigits rates over the next decade and Manufacturing employment remains relatively stable while skill
demands are increasing. The Retail and Hospitality sectors continue to provide an adequate supply of
jobs for entry-level workers where work ethics and job experience can be acquired and combined with
skills training to access higher-skilled jobs in multiple sectors. Work-based learning, emphasized in
WIOA, will be particularly useful in advancing workers in the region via apprenticeship-type strategies,
incumbent worker training, and on-the-job training. The largest projected industry sector decline is in
Information. However, information technology skills are increasingly being desired across all sectors and
these skills will need to be incorporated in all sector-based training. Employers have also identified that
customer service competency is needed across all sectors, making entry jobs in retail and hospitality a
useful training ground for movement to other sectors.
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1.3. Based on the analysis of the regional labor market and economic conditions, describe
the region’s workforce and economic development-oriented vision and goals. [WIOA
Sec. 106(c)(1)(D); 20 CFR 679.510(a)(1)(vii)]
To promote coordination and collaboration among economic and community development partners,
Pennsylvania’s Department of Community and Economic Development (DCED) established Partnership
for Regional Economic Performance (PREP) regions, which in Northwest PA includes eight county
economic development corporations, an incubator association, two industrial resource centers, three
small business development centers, a local development district, a Pennsylvania Technical Assistance
Program (PennTAP) office, one Benjamin Franklin Technology Partners (BFTP) office, and two Workforce
Development Boards, with all partners having a long history of collaboration. This effort is strengthened
by the fact that several partners are located in the same offices, allowing easy access for coordination of
planning and services.
PREP partners are working more closely than ever through an effective information and referral-sharing
process facilitated by Executive Pulse. Executive Pulse is a cloud based customer relation management
(CRM) software platform designed to help manage and coordinate partner outreach with employers.
The region’s economic and workforce development agencies are also engaged in multiple collaborative
projects that will provide better service to businesses looking to expand operations or to relocate to
Northwest Pennsylvania. Furthermore, the partnership is exploring new ways to involve social media
promotion of the region in an effort to enhance client services.
A regional coordinating committee made up of senior staff of the public workforce system representing
the boards, Chief Elected Officials, fiscal agents, one stop partners program staff, as well as the Local
Development Districts (LDDs) and designated local economic development agencies will be established
and meet at least twice annually, or on an as needed basis, to specifically focus on workforce and
economic development regional projects in order to achieve strategic goals. This may be coordinated
with the PREP partnership.
In keeping with the commonwealth’s goal of making Industry Partnerships and similar multi-employer
partnerships the primary means of connecting the workforce development system to the needs of
employers, DCED will collaborate with L&I to link the Workforce and Economic Development Network of
Pennsylvania (WEDnetPA) more closely to those partnerships during the coming years. This will be
accomplished at the regional level by using the PREP partnership as the focal point for alignment of all
resources and for planning and implementation of the new Next Generation Industry Partnerships.
In an effort to enhance economic and workforce development in the region, joint planning with regional
and local organizations such as chambers of commerce, economic development, and industry based
coalitions will be further intensified to ensure the road to prosperity will be paved with relevant
workforce, education, and training programs. Through this systematic engagement, both curricula and
program design will be infused with the necessary skilled knowledge to develop abilities to support
current industry, grow the economy, advance incumbent worker skill sets, as well as facilitate the
pipeline for Pennsylvanians’ seeking to locate or relocate themselves in jobs. A top priority for the
Keystone Edge Region is to align education and training initiatives with current and future regional
industry demand. This priority fueled the creation of our regional vision:
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The Keystone Edge Region will align education and training initiatives with
industry demand and increase outreach to job seekers to form a skilled
workforce that is responsive to the current and future needs of the region.
Investments in workforce preparation, skill development, education, and training will be guided by
market-based data as well as information derived from employer-driven industry partnerships focused
on high priority and in-demand occupations in order to create innovative workforce development
services. Our regional goals align with the five goals highlighted by the Governor. The Governor’s goals
strive to improve the state’s workforce through five focus areas: improving career pathways, developing
industry partnerships, increasing work-based learning opportunities, engaging employers to help close
skills gaps, and strengthening data sharing across state agencies. Through alignment with the Governor’s
goals and our desire to develop a demand-driven workforce development system, our region identifies
four key goals that cross various actionable areas within the greater strategic initiatives:
Regional Goal #1: Create and grow a competitive workforce by engaging knowledgeable, employerfocused leadership that promotes and advocates for business and industry to address the critical
workforce challenges of the region.
• Aligns with the Governor’s goals of increasing employer engagement to help close skill gaps,
assist with curriculum development, increase work-based learning opportunities, and develop
industry partnerships to address in-demand skill needs.
Regional Goal #2: Continually enhance the workforce development pipeline by promoting high-demand
industry sectors, career pathways, and building a pipeline of talent through outreach.
• Aligns with the Governor’s goals of developing the workforce pipeline, improving career
pathways, and increasing work-based learning opportunities.
Regional Goal #3: Maintain a commitment to continuous improvement of the workforce development
network by increasing data sharing across various WIOA and partner programs.
• Aligns with the Governor’s goal of strengthening data sharing between state agencies.
Regional Goal #4: Increase the alignment of education and training programs with employer demand.
• Aligns with the Governor’s goals of improving career pathways and engaging employers to help
close skills gaps.
Plans for sharing employer information that are being developed in the Next Generation Industry
Partnership model will assist in providing all partners with shared demand-side insights and in
coordinating solutions to sector-based needs.

1.4. Describe the regional service strategies aimed at achieving the vision and goals
established for the region. [WIOA Sec. 106(c)(1)(B); 20 CFR 679.510(a)(1)(ii)]
The Region identifies various strategies to help achieve each regional goal and ensure the Governor’s
goals are accomplished. Additionally, these strategies aim to maximize and leverage resources and
increase coordination to develop a high-demand, skilled workforce which will support the needs of
business and industry across the region. While some strategies may help achieve more than only one
goal, the following breakdown helps identify how each goal will be met.
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Regional Goal #1 Create and grow a competitive workforce by engaging knowledgeable, employerfocused leadership that promotes and advocates for business and industry to address the critical
workforce challenges of the region.
• Strategy 1.1: Continue to build on employer-driven partnerships with industry in the region This will be achieved by engaging employers to continuously analyze and identify the skills and
occupational needs of targeted industry clusters and emerging industries as a focus toward
developing a competitive workforce.
• Strategy 1.2: Develop a demand-driven implementation structure – Developing a cohesive and
unified employer engagement strategy will bring industry and education, workforce, and
economic development partners together and will build credibility over time. Demand-driven
structures also tend to hold all partners accountable. The existing sector partnerships (described
in Section F) can serve as a foundation and, with a concerted effort to engage and empower
additional industry leaders, can realize greater impact. The Advanced Diversified Manufacturing
Industry Partnership in Northwest Pennsylvania, the Erie Regional Manufacturer Partnership,
and the Advanced Manufacturing Industry Partnership of Lawrence and Mercer Counties are in
place and will work together on joint projects, identify opportunities to share information and
best practices, and leverage resources as appropriate. These partnerships should be revisited to
explore ways they can re-energize and evolve further by continuing to identify common needs,
build additional relationships with industry, and lead solutions at a grassroots level. When
solutions are suggested from within the partnerships, members have a vested interest to see
the success, encourage colleagues to join in the solution, and become more demand-driven.
Recommendations include identifying and engaging industry champions, employing a peer-topeer approach to elicit additional employer involvement, defining roles and responsibilities,
drafting and implementing a formalized action plan, adopting “strategic doing” practices, and
replicating this approach with other industries.
• Strategy 1.3: Collapse and re-energize Advisory Committees – Educational providers can garner
more effective and comprehensive feedback from employers by partnering with one another
and forming regional sector oversight committees with one committee for each sector in each
Local Workforce Area. This will allow the educational providers to obtain consistent feedback,
exhibit its partnership to employers, and potentially engage additional employers because of
the reduced time commitment. Furthermore, it will enhance coordination among educational
partners along the educational spectrum (e.g., K-12, career and technical centers, community
colleges, universities) to create more seamless career pathways. Additionally, partners should
focus on the most in-demand career pathways and identify opportunities to strengthen and
streamline the pathways (e.g. merge competing but unfilled training programs).
Regional Goal #2 Continually enhance the workforce development pipeline by promoting high-demand
industry sectors, career pathways, and building a pipeline of talent through outreach.
• Strategy 2.1: Ensure career planning for every K-12 student – The region should aim to provide
academic and career plans for all students by the 8th grade and update them on an annual
basis. Creation of a spectrum of community-based, employer-based and connected learning
experiences via school districts would serve as a strong awareness and recruitment tool for
employers. Career exploration activities should be embedded throughout the school experience.
Ninth grade career exploration is recommended as a curriculum requirement. In the 11th/12th
grade an introduction elective course (at least ½ year) is recommended for industry exploration
including a mix of career understanding and core skills and technology in respective fields,
industry connections, guest speakers, and site visits. The course could be designed in
conjunction with local employers, providing opportunities for employer engagement. Key
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concepts in engineering, manufacturing, and technology that relate to local industries could be
explored. Each high school could offer “Engineering by Design” and “Careers in Health” courses.
Strategy 2.2: Increase adult education and training opportunities – Expand the availability of
Associate Degrees of Applied Science across the region, including the use of Career and
Technical Center (CTC) facilities for remote lab space. The Northwest Pennsylvania Technical
Education and rural community college initiatives can be further explored to address the issue
of increasing adult education and training opportunities. Also, the Butler County Community
College campuses in Mercer and Lawrence Counties will be encouraged to expand offerings
based upon employer need and, when necessary, partner with the CTCs for lab space and
equipment.
Strategy 2.3: Coordinate a regional career awareness campaign – Each Workforce Board already
develops an “In-demand Occupation List”. This list can serve as a starting point and can be
vetted with employers to ensure it represents the most current industry trends. Partners should
create a regional awareness campaign to promote it widely throughout the community, linking
from partner web sites, partner e-newsletters, and other publications. Furthermore, partners
should organize professional development opportunities for teachers and guidance counselors
to not only ensure they are aware of the list, but also understand the jobs that are on it and the
career pathways for individuals to become prepared for those jobs. Additionally, cross-sector
career development working groups could be created to coordinate career development
activities among K-12, post-secondary education and training, workforce system, and other
community-based organizations.

Regional Goal #3 Maintain a commitment to continuous improvement of the workforce development
network by increasing data sharing across various WIOA and partner programs.
• Strategy 3.1: Making informed decisions - This will be a basic principle at all levels of the system.
PA CareerLink® staff, business and job seeker customers, program participants, one-stop
operators, managers and mandated partners, Local Workforce Development Area (LWDA)
administrators and staff, Local Workforce Development Board (LWDB) board members,
education and economic development agencies, local elected officials, contracted organizations,
as well as other community partners, will be responsible for working toward the goal of
responsible stewardship in their dealings related to the workforce development system.
• Strategy 3.2: Establishing aggressive communication - Communication is not a unidirectional
movement but requires that all parties engage respectfully in the interaction. The end product
should be a result that is in the best interest of all parties involved although not necessarily the
desired outcome of any one party of the interaction.
• Strategy 3.3: Promoting a culture of continuous quality improvement - Expediency, traditional
bias toward a specific habitual approach or mere unwillingness to change in the face of
diminished returns should not hinder the transformational processes undertaken to elevate the
workforce system to higher levels of achievement. Keystone Edge Workforce Development
Region will strive to meet or exceed all state-negotiated Common Measures performance
standards.
• Strategy 3.4: Empower a convener – To address the region’s thirst for action, the region should
identify, empower, and stand behind a convener to act as an intermediary among education and
training providers, employers, and workforce and economic development partners. The role of
the convener is paramount to the success of implementation of recommendations; the region is
ready for a strong entity to lead the region to the next phase.
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Strategy 3.5: Select initial initiatives to build momentum – The initial action plan should
prioritize a few key initiatives, allow partners to focus on initial small steps, and gain
momentum. By focusing on a small set of initial priorities, the partners will be able to witness
progress, gain credibility, and move forward to the next initiative. Funding streams from various
resources should be explored to determine where alignment and braided funding is possible.
Funds can be linked and leveraged for greater collective impact.
Strategy 3.6: Leverage the Industry Needs You campaign – To Increase youth’s awareness of
career pathways in manufacturing across the region using an online website. This campaign can
also serve as a model to support non-manufacturing sector partnerships.

Regional Goal #4 Increase the alignment of education and training programs with employer demand.
• Strategy 4.1: Enhance workforce development services to meet employers’ needs - This will be
achieved through the implementation of innovative design and technology. This includes
creating data-driven, innovative workforce strategies to: support regional economic
competitiveness, engage employers, build career pathways, and increase work-based learning
opportunities across the region.
• Strategy 4.2: Ensuring cooperative workforce development service delivery - This will be
achieved via the Commonwealth Workforce Development System (CWDS) which serves as the
primary database and system of record for numerous workforce development programs
tracking and recording services, activities, and outcomes. The region uses data collected through
CWDS to generate performance reports for programs. Regional efforts will be centered on
aligning itself with statewide service delivery efforts.
• Strategy 4.3: Link and leverage resources – Build upon existing strengths and pockets of
innovation by partnering with regional partners with similar goals and aligning existing services
and resources. As partners begin planning together, they may identify gaps in
services/resources, and pursue funding to support innovation. Linking the efforts could assist
with grant funding requests, reflecting the unity of the region—minimizing competition within
the region for similar funding opportunities and strengthening the competitiveness of those
submitted.
• Strategy 4.4: Develop a strategy to support foundational skill development (basic skills and
employability skills) - Many best practices exist in readiness, pre-apprenticeship, and
contextualized remediation programs. Partners should explore additional ways to address this
critical gap by leveraging existing partner resources, including Community Education Councils,
Adult Basic Education, WIOA, and TANF funding. Particular focus should be given to those
industries that provide the most opportunity for individuals to enter into and advance along
career pathways.
The two workforce development boards of the region embrace the framework presented in the Next
Generation Industry Partnerships model of the Commonwealth as a means of achieving the regional
goals. The work begins with sharing of employer contact information across all workforce development,
economic development and educational partners so coordinated actions can be taken to address needs
and opportunities that are identified. Employing the model in the broader region will help to facilitate
economies of scale.

1.5. Describe the development and implementation of sector initiatives for in-demand
industry sectors or occupations for the region. [WIOA Sec. 106(c)(1)(C); 20 CFR
679.510(a)(1)(iii)]
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Three industry sector initiatives exist in the region to address manufacturing workforce skills shortages:
The Advanced Materials and Diversified Manufacturing Industry Partnership of Lawrence and Mercer
Counties was formed in 2004 in order to advance the efforts and increase the competitiveness of the
Manufacturing Industry throughout the region. The focus for the collaborative is to develop human
resources internally and to track and support local educational initiatives toward the development of a
highly-skilled local workforce that will continue to keep Western Pennsylvania competitive in the
increasingly global marketplace.
The Advanced Diversified Manufacturing Industry Partnership in Northwest Pennsylvania is dedicated
to bringing together employers from the Metals, Plastics, Electronics and Food Industries in order to
improve our regions manufacturing competitiveness. Through industry partnership, businesses fully
understand that a better-educated workforce means a more competitive company and more
competitive companies create a stronger economy. The industry partnership concept is not just about
worker training; it is about constantly evaluating labor-market data and information to stay competitive
on the local, state, national and global levels. It focuses on:
• Youth Development: Providing exposure of manufacturing careers to today’s youth
• Pipeline Development: Providing career pathways to today’s existing workforce
•

Industry Advocacy: Providing a collective voice for regional manufacturers.

The Erie Regional Manufacturer Partnership (ERMP) was self-formed in 2014 by a group of local
manufacturers to develop and implement a plan that will result in the ability to identify, qualify, and
recruit individuals for employment and training to meet the skilled workforce needs of regional
manufacturers and to create greater opportunities for individuals in the community to enter into and
advance along manufacturing career pathways. This grassroots effort is led by industry to collectively
identify needs and champion solutions as it relates to developing a robust pipeline and producing a
skilled workforce. The founding companies contributed $6,000 each as seed funding to support the
initial formation and coordination. The partnership is now opening up to additional supporters and
envisions a more regional, demand-driven collaboration that also will include a variety of
organizations—including other manufacturers, suppliers, education and training providers, workforce
and economic development agencies, government and others interested in addressing manufacturing
workforce issues.
As mentioned earlier, these three groups are collaborating in a number of ways, including a focus on
apprenticeships through the American Apprenticeship Initiative (AAI) grant project as well as sharing
best practices and exploring sustainability strategies. Additionally, the Advanced Materials and
Diversified Manufacturing Industry Partnership (AMDMIP) of Mercer and Lawrence Counties continues
to coordinate efforts across the state border with the Mahoning Valley Manufacturers Collaborative
under the joint umbrella brand, Oh-Penn Manufacturing Collaborative.
Industry Partnerships in Construction and Building Trades are also active in Northwest PA. In West
Central PA, the Building Trades and Healthcare Industry Partnerships have sustainability funding
remaining. They are working on pre-apprenticeship programs for these industries, coupling basic skills
training with entry-level technical training.
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The three initiatives point to some common occupational needs that include electrical/mechanical
maintenance and machinists with mechanical and electrical knowledge. These skills are often acquired
within career pathways where work-based learning approaches can move workers with production
knowledge to higher skill levels within the sector. Thus, another identified need is attracting qualified
production workers who can advance via on-the-job training and additional classroom training. This has
led to the need to increase awareness of K-12 students and their parents about the opportunities
available in manufacturing, including the pathways in career/technical education (CTE) that provide skills
for immediate employment and for advanced training. WIOA, with its emphasis on work-based learning,
provides an excellent opportunity to showcase advanced manufacturing and CTE programs as an
affordable route to higher education and high-quality jobs.
The two workforce development boards are currently pursuing new sector-based initiatives as part of
the Next Generation Industry Partnership program of the Commonwealth. Manufacturing continues to
be a focus area, but new partnerships are also being built in Healthcare and Construction. The Next
Generation initiative provides the framework for skill and wage advancement within sector with
employers as full partners in training curriculum and on-the-job training. The region’s workforce
development boards serve as focal points for cross-sector discussions with employers to identify
common needs across all sectors and specific needs within sectors. In some cases, basic skills can be
built in one sector with technical skills allowing for advancement in another sector.

1.6. Describe how the region will connect employer labor force requirements and
occupational demands with the region’s workforce, including individuals with barriers
to employment.
Partners in the Keystone Edge Region have identified and formed innovative partnerships for multiple
workforce development initiatives. The following, at a minimum, will form a solid base for continuing to
expand the connections between job seekers and employers on a regional basis:
•

Skills Gap Analysis – Funded by the Northwest Commission, a regional economic development
partner, this study is a good illustration of the strong collaboration that exists between
workforce and economic development partners in the region. The analysis identified areas of
economic opportunity and related industry and occupational demand as well as disconnects
between skill needs and programming available. Much of this work is now being applied to
inform the WIOA regional plan.

•

Oh-Penn Interstate Region – Lawrence and Mercer Counties are part of the first interstate
region in the nation, which was created in 2009. The designation of this region—and the
relationships that were developed and strengthened as a result—created a platform that
continues to identify a common regional workforce and economic development agenda and
successfully attract additional resources to support identified priorities and innovation. The
Interstate Region most recently invited others to participate in what is now known as the
Greater Oh-Penn Interstate Region (adding NW PA WDA and three additional counties in Ohio),
to expand the footprint to a total of 14 counties.

•

USDOL investments – The region has received three large federal grants over the past three
years to support innovation. They include the Oh-Penn Workforce Innovation Fund grant
administered by West Central Job Partnership, the NW PA WDB Workforce Innovation Fund
Grant and, most recently, the Greater Oh-Penn Network’s American Apprenticeship Initiative
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(AAI) grant, which includes the entire Keystone Edge region plus six counties just across the
border in Ohio.
Strong Sector Partnerships – As mentioned in section F below, the region boasts a number of
sector partnerships, including three in manufacturing. The strong level of employer engagement
has enabled the region to tackle manufacturing workforce skills shortages on a number of
fronts, including:
o Pipeline Development – including IndustryNeedsYou.com, Industry Career Fairs, occupational
videos as well as Guidance Counselor Boot Camps, Educator in the Workplace programs, etc. A
recent Educational Partnership grant in Mercer and Lawrence Counties will support some of
these activities moving forward.
o Career Pathways – Through the Oh-Penn Workforce Innovation Fund grant, partners laid out a
comprehensive career pathway model that depicts a progression of skill acquisition as related to
wage progression and corresponding job titles. Grant staff worked with education and training
providers to address programmatic gaps, incorporate industry-recognized credentials to validate
skills, and improve curriculum. This work will continue under the American Apprenticeship
Initiative grant.
American Apprenticeship Initiative (AAI) – Through this five-year USDOL grant project, five
sector partnerships will work with manufacturers to create new apprenticeship programs
resulting in 300 apprentices across 14 counties.
Oh-Penn Manufacturing Readiness Program – The Manufacturing Readiness Program (MRP)
was designed to prepare individuals with the basic, fundamental competencies needed to enter
into a manufacturing career pathway. The program combines “soft skills” training and
contextualized remediation with four weeks of skill training, which includes OSHA-10 and
Certified Production Technician critical production functions. Participants receive training in
Safety, Manufacturing Processes and Production, Quality Practices and Measurement and
Maintenance Awareness. In addition, each participant will also earn a WorkKeys National Career
Readiness Credential. The program is now being updated and repurposed to act as a preapprenticeship program throughout the region as part of the AAI grant and being considered as
a potential strategy relative to the Northwest Pennsylvania Workforce Development Board’s
Workforce Innovation Fund (WIF) grant, and additional partners are committed to leveraging
funding to support the sustainability of the program.
Mobile CareerLink – The Mobile CareerLink (MCL) is a strategy to increase outreach to targeted
populations by bringing services to customers through partnerships with community agencies.
The MCL staff goes to the location where clients are comfortable and have support systems to
ensure their progress when the MCL staff is not on site. Gainful employment is the goal of the
MCL. Funding of the MCL is shared by WIOA Title I and the partnering service organizations.
Career Street – Career Street is a comprehensive program that helps Erie County youth consider
their career interests, explore various careers, and understand what is necessary to pursue,
obtain and maintain a career they are interested. Manufacturers in the region found such value
in the organized “speakers bureau” type approach that they included it as one of their initial
three priorities and gained 100% participation by all 20 founding companies.
Summer JAM – The JAM Program is a collaborative effort of Erie County, Erie County Gaming
Revenue Authority, the Erie Community Foundation, the NW PA WDB, and supportive
individuals who have recognized and are willing to address the lack of job readiness and
employment opportunities for the disconnected youth population. The program connects youth
with summer employment opportunities.
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Area Blueprint Initiatives – Area Blueprint Communities work to develop stronger local
leadership, engage local residents and businesses, develop a clear vision and strategic plan for
change and attract investments to build healthier, sustainable communities. The six
communities include: the City of New Castle, Clarion Borough, the Curwensville Group (Bloom
Township, Curwensville Borough, Penn Township and Pike Township), the Huntingdon County
Group (Mapleton Borough, Mount Union Borough and Shirley Township), the Oil Region Group
(the City of Parker, Emlenton Borough and Foxburg Borough) and Reynoldsville Borough.
Crawford County Roundtable – Crawford County Roundtable develops an action plan to
improve the foundation skills of all its citizens. The Roundtable discusses ways business,
industry, government, educational institutes, and community organizations may explore the
economic and social case for reskilling adults so they may enter the workforce.

•

Erie Together – Erie Together is a movement of hundreds of local individuals, organizations, and
businesses working together in strategic ways to prevent and reduce poverty, elevate
prosperity, and make the Erie region a community of opportunity where everyone can learn,
work and thrive.

•

Coal BURN (Business United Regional Network) Partnership – The southern portion of the
region have been connected to a broader effort, led by Southwest PA, to address coal-impacted
workers and employers in a three-state region (Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia). The
initiative has received a planning grant that will enable partners to explore the use of the
Business Resource Network (BRN) employer outreach model that was developed and initially
championed by Oh-Penn area workforce development and economic development partners,
including Mercer and Lawrence Counties.

In its WIOA state plan, Pennsylvania identified the goal of investing in talent and skills for targeted
industries. The Commonwealth will use data and will work with employers to identify the skills and
competencies necessary to attain family-sustaining employment and will offer high quality training to
individuals to obtain those skills.
Today, it is estimated that just 48 percent of Pennsylvanians have a college credential or industryrecognized certification. By 2025, it is projected that fully 60 percent of good-paying, reliable
Pennsylvania jobs will require such credentials. Governor Wolf has established a goal of 60 percent of
Pennsylvanians in the labor force will have postsecondary credentials or certificates by 2025 in order to
meet expected demand. Concerted efforts will be made to ensure opportunities are available to all
individuals with barriers who are seeking employment.
Career Pathways
A number of outreach efforts to educate the community regarding in-demand career pathways are
being conducted throughout the Keystone Edge Region. The Youth Program and Youth Council in
Northwest Pennsylvania are increasing career awareness through efforts such as Industry Club, Industry
Club Expo, and Career Camp as well as the development of a video for youth that highlights area
industries, in an effort to educate youth on the various career opportunities available in the region.
Through the Oh-Penn Workforce Innovation Fund grant, partners refreshed the Industry Needs You
website, which includes a wealth of information regarding manufacturing career pathways to help guide
career decisions. Additionally, there are multiple post-secondary efforts to align skills training with
industry demand already underway across the region.
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NW PA Workforce Innovation Fund (WIF) Grant
Northwest PA is aligning modular, stackable training with in-demand career pathways. Through this WIF
grant initiative, the region will increase co-enrollments of job seekers between partnering funding
streams to create a more seamless service delivery experience for participants who need help from
multiple programs.
The region will utilize this grant initiative to increase and advance intensive case management,
mentoring, and wrap-around support services for job seekers with multiple barriers, as well as Job
Readiness and Manufacturing Readiness in partnership with ABLE (originally funded by Oh-Penn WIF,
now being re-examined as potential pre-apprenticeship model).
PA CareerLink®
The PA CareerLink® offices throughout the region maintain working relationships with organizations that
provide services to individuals with barriers and targeted populations. Both local areas will designate
points of contact within the PA CareerLink® Centers in their respective jurisdictions for specific targeted
populations to facilitate and aggregate information regarding occupational demands and establish a
network of advocates that may provide support to members of such targeted groups within the region.
This may be a function of each board by way of a standing committee.
As with other regions of the state, as best regional practices are shared via the Pennsylvania Workforce
Development Association and with neighboring workforce areas in multiple directions, the Keystone
Edge region is working diligently to maximize the collective impact of service partners for addressing the
needs of both employers and job seekers. The identification of pockets of poverty in the region and of
specific sub-populations with significant barriers to employment is leading to new levels of coordinated
effort and new venues for coordination to occur. Several initiatives for joint action provide models for
the region to build on, including the Business Resource Network collaboration between the region and
the neighboring area in Ohio and the Pittsburgh Works model for bringing service partners together to
identify priority occupations and connect them with regional demand. The introduction of a new,
nationally-engaged, one-stop operator in the Northwest local area provides another opportunity to
explore and implement best practices for service coordination.

1.7 Describe the coordination of transportation and other supportive services for the
region. [WIOA Sec. 106(c)(1)(F); 20 CFR 679.510(a)(1)(vi)]
With more than 44,500 workers commuting in and just under 65,000 commuting out, NWPA is a net
exporter of workers. The region sends the most workers working outside of the area to Butler County
(8,077, 2.9 percent), Beaver County (4,132, 1.5 percent), and Mahoning County, Ohio (2,883, 1.0
percent). Most of the workers coming from outside of the region are from Allegheny County (5,629, 2.2
percent), Butler County (4,753, 1.8 percent), and Trumbull County, Ohio (1.4 percent). Over 258,000
workers are employed in the region, with over 214,500 workers both living and working in the area.
Workforce System guidance No. 02-2014 provided guidance to Pennsylvania’s local workforce
development areas on how to evaluate their local areas. Capacity and access to public/private
transportation resources was identified as a factor for consideration. Certain populations within
Pennsylvania are adversely affected due to transportation issues. This has been identified as a barrier to
employment for farmworkers and youth workers, which limits their access to jobs, training, and
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supportive services. Public and mass transit options are minimal, and the region has very little funding to
expand mass transit at this time. Currently there are no public transportation options to the east or west
of Erie. Much of the region’s non-car transportation options provide access from the southern end of
the region to and from Pittsburgh rather than to and from areas within the region.
The region includes Interstates 79, 80, 86, 90, and 376; however, gaps in transportation still exist for
persons without reliable methods of personal transportation.
Improving the transportation system within the region is integral to improving the overall economic
health and promoting both economic and workforce development opportunities. The two workforce
boards along with the Local Development District which acts as the fiscal agent for the Department of
Community and Economic Development (DCED) for the Northwest Partnerships for Regional Economic
Performance (PREP) Region has convened a task group to address publicly funded mass transportation
issues and to interact with transportation agencies throughout the eight counties—including PennDOT
District 1—and other relevant parties. This group has begun to analyze and strategize on the problems
and possible means for addressing linkage for both rural and high poverty areas with centers of mass
employment such as retail outlets and concentrated industrial parks in order to facilitate transport
bridging supply and demand. A consortium proposal for federal transportation funding from US Health
and Human Services, Department of Transportation, and/or private foundations may be targeted to
create busing route runs and schedules that are conducive to servicing individuals in entry level, first
step pathway jobs.
The following graphic shows the net loss of talent on a daily basis for the region, including commuting
both in and out of the bordering states of Ohio and New York. This provides and economic development
opportunity, as a pool of talent exists that can be kept in the region if high-quality jobs are created or
attracted to Northwest PA.

1.8. (Planning Regions Only) Describe how the region established administrative cost
arrangements, including the pooling of funds for administrative costs, as appropriate,
for the region. [WIOA Sec. 106(c)(1)(E); 20 CFR 679.510(a)(1)(v).
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The region has created a process to define and establish administrative cost arrangements on a case by
case basis. The Northwest and West Central Boards, in agreement with their respective Chief Elected
Officials, will designate individuals to negotiate and obtain the required approvals to establish a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) that defines cost arrangements for ongoing collaborative
activities as well as ad hoc projects that will institute a framework based upon need, scope of work, and
benefits received. This may include ongoing shared functions such as monitoring and/or planning, as
well as provisions for emerging regional projects.
A joint committee will be responsible for reviewing and crafting opportunities for increased efficiencies.
The committee will meet quarterly to evaluate its processes to ensure that all measures aimed at
decreasing inefficient processes are being met. The process will begin with the identification of
processes that are high priority for joint action by the two workforce development boards. High priority
may include items where cost saving can occur as a result of more efficient processes or items that
result in better customer services for job seekers and employers who would be better served with
consistency in policies and procedures in the broader region. The first steps in collaboration can occur
prior to formal pooling of funds, as “barter” arrangements can be put in place where each workforce
board takes on specific responsibilities on behalf of the region. As the process continues, the two
workforce boards of the region may find it desirable to pool funds for certain activities and will select a
fiscal agent at that time. The current regional plan does not call for any formal pooling of funds from the
separate workforce areas that are partners in the plan.
The two workforce boards of the region have a successful history of collaboration in joint planning and
implementation, both within the region and with neighboring workforce areas outside the region when
needed. This typically occurs as partnerships are developed for application and receipt of competitive
grants that involve multiple local workforce areas. A fiscal agent is identified by mutual agreement of
partnering workforce boards during the process, based on activities that will be supported by the funds.
The West Central Job Partnership, Inc. currently serves as fiscal agent for a U.S. Department of Labor
American Apprenticeship Grant with the neighboring Ohio workforce area, and for a current state
Industry Partnership grant. Both of the partner workforce boards of the region have Next Generation
Industry Partnership implementation grants pending with an identified fiscal agent for each of the
applications.
In all cases of joint work and/or pooling of funds, state and federal rules for cost allocation will be
followed with allowable methods based on Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) of the
Office of Management and Budget circulars and guidance.

1.9. (Planning Regions Only) Describe the agreement between the local boards that
describes how the planning region will collectively negotiate and reach agreement
with the Department on local levels of performance for, and report on, the
performance accountability measures described in section 116(c), for each of the local
areas within the planning region. [WIOA Sec. 106(c)(1)(H); 20 CFR 679.510(a)(1)(viii)]
The Department currently has no plans to create formal regional performance standards. It will continue
to negotiate performance standards on a workforce area basis while monitoring differences that occur
among local areas within a region. The region’s two workforce development boards will also monitor
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progress in meeting and exceeding standards and will share best practices to maximize performance
levels on a region-wide basis.
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